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Reviews
AKER UND.is1NDix(; us (iiius’i c”cn o I\I1IloRrrY,
ittee,
edited by T. Canby Tories. l’riends World (.ornin

or

American Section, Philaclellilria, Pa., and Plainfield,
.1)0, PaPer.
111(1., 1974. 6i f)f).,

On first sight, there seems to he something very strange
r Religious
about reviewing this stu(ly booklet in Quake
T
and present
QR
of
Thouht. Its editor is a former edhor
. The
Group
sion
Discus
gical
[rairman of the Quaker Theolo
for
written
either
all
t
have
bookle
this
in
writers of the irer
t
Q,R 1’ or read l.iJers at QTDG conferences. ‘lire subjec
of
to
readers
r
familia
are
sion
matter and level of elisius
has
by Dean Freiday
01? T. Indeed, one of the papers
already appeared in fuller form iii QRT (Vol. 15, No. I).
Wilmer Cooper’s “Introduction” to the booklet is in essence an
expanded version of his guest editorial in that same issue.
In fact, there is only one reason why this booklet could
not have itself appeared as a double issue of QR T: The Dis
cussion Group is a collection of individuals; any interested
person who sees an announcement of its conferences can attend
and can participate fully in its discussions; authors of QRT
articles and comments write as individuals and as such are
responsible only to themsels es and (in most cases, at least) to
the Lord for what they say. The authors of the papers in this
booklet write as members of the Faith and Life Panel, which
a
is ultimately a creature of the 1970 St. Louis conference
delegated conference of yearly fleeting representatives. The
authors have therefore written these papers as representatives
of the various institutions that constitute the Religious Society
of Friends in North America.
In other words, the Society of Friends has looked at what
the Discussion Group has been doing for the past fifteen years,
pronounced it to be good, larornoted these diaiogues Ironi the
individual to the institutional level, and then assigned persons,
most of whom have gained their expertise in the unofficial dis’
cussions of the QTDG, to do the same thing now officially on
behalf of the whole Society. Should not our response be
—

—

—

‘Hallelu jali! We’ve got it made!’? Should we not perlmps
con
even discontinue the Discussion Group, since we can now
l
officia
an
with
arena,
larger
much
in
a
thing’’
our
“(10
tO
jnu@
uals?
stamp of approval and no longer as lonely individ
These ej riestions are hosed all the more sharply, as we look
nder,sla,id1
ual papers iii Quaker l
it tire streHgths of the individ
r’s “Introduc
jag of Christ and of A ntlior,iy. Wilmer Coope
tion’’ traces the history of the Fait Ii and Life dialogues clearly
and in much fuller detail than was possible iii the two pages
the
of Iris QR ‘1’ guest editorial; lie also brings to a sharp point
issues which Friends are facing- in these discussions. Ferner
NuIm, in “A Quaker Approach to Christ,’’ proposes a “trans
Christian’’ approach to religious truth, as a way of incorporat
ing tire values of both tire specifically historical revelation in
Christianity and the appeal to a wider, more universa] appre
hensioni of God. He intends to hold these contrasting views in
a clear dialectical tension, instead of deliberately fuzzing’ over
the differences, as many would-be bridge-builders among Friends
have tended to do. Verlin Hinsliaw, in ‘An Evangelical Friend
looks at Christology,” is particrrlrrly to be praised for the
judicious care with which he relates early Christian statements
about Christ to their historical contexts,
In “Christian Quakerisn-i and Universal Quakerism,” Fran
cis Hall, speaking himself from within the Christian viewpoint,
is admirably sensitive to the point that the reasons why many
reject Christianity today are sufficiently
Friends and others
valid that they do not in themselves constitute evidence of
unfaithfulness to the claims of God or even Christ. “Quakers
and Religious Authority,’’ by Arthur Roberts, is’’r model of
/uictirai theology; he is strong in his suggestions about how to
go about focusing and responding to the authority of the Bible
and of the Holy Spirit anti about how we can in practice begin
to exercise the authority of the church. Even Dean Freiday’s
‘The Early Quakers and ‘Authority’ is not simply the abridge
nient and summary of his OR 7’ article which he claims it to be.
Perhaps one-fourth of his paper develops points and explores
issues that were barely mentioned, if at all, in the earlier
i ersion of his article; thus it, too, contains fresh material for
readers of QR T.
Friends who read Quaker Understandino’ of Christ and of
Auihor/i may also wish to purchase a set of mimeographed
Papers From the Indianapolis Faith and Life Conference, which
—

—

“
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equivalent of making a desert and
about the center of
knows
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which
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A
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response
belated
)ers, asa
and in the Tinhinapolis conlerence paj
Albert Fowler, made
Friend,
great-soitled
that
which
(all
Ill?
to
Trend.c in Modern
Tzt’o
.
1
pain
hlet,
in his 1961 Pendle I-Till
Fowler portrayed
Albert
pamphlet
that
In
Quaker Thought.

not merely between indi id tia I Ft iends but ionic particularly
Ilie qnestiou
in the orporate gatherings ol the Society itself.

ts held October 1 3-14, 1974.

two varieties of Quaker belief.

One is the “universal,” which

of the search for God
accepts all religions as valid expressions
Christians as a source
many
of
claims
and decries the exclusive
“particular,” which
of division and conflict. The other is the
character and will
God’s
of
sees the fullest and final revelation
A better title
Christ.
Jesus
individual,
historic
in one particular
Trends
“l’hree
been
for Albert Fowler’s pamphlet might have
a third
describe
to
on
went
he
in Modern Quaker Thought” for
Society,
the
in
leaders
the
of
most
hiding
group of Friends, inc
groups and to
who attempt to (Iraw together the other two
discouraging
and
reconcile them by blurring their differences
rejected this
Fowler
sli arp confrontations between theni. Albert
of
maintenance
the
for
strategy, as pa ing too great a price
the
to
subversive
finally
unity among Friends afl(l as being
frank and fearless
search for Truth. He called instead for a
in which each
camps,
opposing
dialogue between Friends of
persuasively as
and
clearly,
fully,
as
group expresses its views
take place
should
dialogue
this
that
possible. And lie insisted

of th nature of religious truth. he insisted, is the ultimate
business of the Religions Society of Friends!
Albert I’owlers corn ciii has, to a certain extent, borne its
6i-st isible fruit in Quaker lindeistanding of Christ and of
4 nthoritv. But not completeh For one thing, Itanus Hall iii
his paper calls on (1iristiari and non-( 3irist ian Friends to stop
trying to convert each otlici to their own views. In the nann’
strategy with ii Albert
of toleration he thus urges I he ver
Fewler rejected. More ccitt all’.. however, the ‘‘tin iversal’’ vari
ety of Quakerisni is not cinec I ly represented in the new booklet.
Ferner Nuhn’s religions views, as expressed in his paper, ate
essentially those of Albert Fowler’s third group; Ice is trying to
bridge’ that transcends arid iii ltidc
discover ;m(I (levelop
both Christ ian ptrti(t1l111s1i1 and religions universalisni. i’hie
difference is that lie here rejects the Strategy of smooth-rn er
and cover-up; he wants to hold the o})pos]Iig positions in
dynamic tension, and this can he done oniy as each is fully and
The other ivi iters in this booklet esl)ollse
openly expressed.
several varieties of “particular.” Christ ian Qitakerism.
The dialogue is thus inccimplet c; it is primarily a con versa
tion among various types of Christians and of ‘‘Iltird-groupers.”
‘T’he true representatives of ‘‘universal” Qitakerism al-c not vet
One cart hardly accuse yearly
deeply an(h widely involved.
meetings of deliberately refusing or failing- to appoint their
“universalist” members to these conferences. The actual situ
ation is probably that few “universalist’’ Friends are now inter
ested in theological dialogue with Evangelical Friends. They
are more concerned with sharing spiritual insights and experi
ences with Hindus, Zen Buddhists. or agnostics. To a great
degree, they are still in revolt against the ‘‘particularist’’ Chris
tian background, out of which many of them originally came.
One possible conseq tience of lit is situation is that, if the
Faith and Life discussions do move toward a consensus on a
“normative Quaker stance”
svliicli Wilmer Cooper suggests
as the goa.l ol these discussions
then the “universalist” Qitak
ers i-nay well find themselves left out in the cold; or this new
move toward unity-through-dialogue may threaten a new d lvi
sion between those Friends who reject the Christiati position
and the “bridge builders.’’ Albert Fois’ler recog-nized the risk
of new division as one that must be run, in the quest for
‘

.
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would be if such schism came,
honesty arid truth. The irony
through the failure of those
not through dialogue itself but
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all of which have
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America’s
Christian
of
obscenities
reached a climax iii the
rape of Vietnam.
once had a vital Chris
Our tragedy as Friends is that we
of Christianity with
alliance
tian alternative to this monstrous
and we let it
power
political
n- tionilism. war, and naked
in the sixteenth century and
slip from our grasp. AnabaptiStS
proclaimed and lived a
Friends in the seventeenth century
from war-making and
clivored
devotion to Christ that was
government. Can this
front active allegiance to the existing
today, as a living alternative to
vision ncl life be recaptured
and to the idolatry that can
the encroaching polytheism
Cooper, in his “Introduc
hardly lag far behind it? Wilmer
that the survival of the Soci
tion,” affirms an astonishing faith
years is not mere historical
ety of Friends for three hundred
Spirit of God, directed
accident but the work of the invisible
But, surely, what
understand.
to ends which we may not fully
as heirs to the
us,
on
laying
greater reSJ)OflSibility can God be
than the
co-workers,
his
and
gteat discovery of George Fox
AnahaptiSt
this
made
that
was
attempt to rediscover what it
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Ouaker imclerstanding of Christianity tick and to seek out the
ays in which this type of Christian faith can most appropri
ately be put to work in our own day?
Francis Hall (hoes note, in his paper, that the church’s
involvement in war and persecution and the hypocrisy of many
Christians arc among the reasons why many people today reject
Christianity. Bitt he suggests that these facts are so well knowii
that there is little need to spell them out in his paper. What he
fails to discuss is the fact that George Fox and Edward Bur
rough had already suggested an a nswer to this problem. Their
answer was that these amalgams of Christianity with war,
nationalism and loose living were not really ‘‘Christianity” at
u’postasy!
We are so addicted to tolerance today that
all, but
we find the word “apostasy” distasteful. Ferner Nuhn expresses
the feelings of most of us, when he scolds George Fox for his
dismissal of nearly the whole history of Christendom as apostasy.
But we need to think again. Rollo May and Francis Hall are
surely not far wrong, when they say that this mis-marriage of
makes Christian faith
Christianity to war and nationalism
unavailable to many people today and could, if it prevailed.
lea(l to the disappearance of Christianity as a movement in
history. But any circumstance that threatens to bring about an
end to the Christian mission is by definition an enemy of Chris
tian faith; and if it claims the name of Christ, it must he
apostate. Therefore the whole tradition of Christian warriorism
from Constantine to Augustine to Bernard of Clairvaux tO
Cromwell to Billy Graham
is necessarily apostate!
We need
to go back again, Friends, and wrestle more agonizingly with
Fox antI Burrough’s doctrine of the a pOSta.sy.
The goal of our thinking and our dialogues should not,
then, simply be what Wilmcr Cooper suggests
to find a com
mon ground iround which all Friends can unite. Our goal
should be to rediscover a vital (liris1ianity which is not bound
to the values and power-structures of the society in which we
live
that is, to recover the basic 1
ioh-it of early Quakerism.
We should do this, whether or not we can bring all other
Friends, as individuals or as corporate bodies, along with us.
As we begin to make discoveries’ tloig the way, we should seek
as vigorously as possible to persuade others of the ti-imth of these
discoveries. Of course, such attempts at persuasion will hax e
to take the form of open dialogue, in which we are equally
—

—

—

—

—
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These are not merely academic questions. The whole future
of Osiakerism, and perhaps of the Christian faith itself, may
well depend on the effectiveness of our wrestling with them
and with other questions like them. At least for this reason,
time Quaker Theological Discussion Group still has a task to
nerform.
T. Vail Palmer, Jr.
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now a doctoral student in the Graduate School of Arts and
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ia/mit H. (.nrlis retired in July. 1971, after 22 years as Comp
troller of the American Friends Service Committee, He has a
deep interest in prophetic, Christ-centered Quakerjsm. He and
his wife, Barbara Curtis, are members of Germantown Meeting,
Philadelphia, Pa. They have three grown children.
A (it/i Esch received his academic training from Eastern Menno
nite College, Harnisonbmirg, Va., and from ariham School of
Religion, Richmond, End. He has worked asa high-school
teacher, as a pastoral minister, and as Associate I)irector of the
Laurelville Mennonite Chimicli Center, in western Pennsyl an Ia.
He joined the staff of Ear1lmim School of Religion in 1969 as
Director of Admissions and continues to serve theme as Associate
Dean for Business Affairs, He and his wife, Virginia Esch, are
members of West Richmond Friends Meeting. They are the
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